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Abstract
This paper investigates classical and quantum mechanical models of superfluids and
superfluid vortices using the Ginsburg Landau energy equation. Specifically, two types
of superfluids are considered, ordinary superfluids where single bosons condense to
form a strongly correlated system and superfluids where pairs of bosons condense to
form a strongly correlated system while the single bosons remain uncondensed. First,
the classical minimum energy configuration for an ordinary superfluid with and with-
out a vortex was calculated. Additionally, the phase diagram for the exotic superfluid
created by treating single bosons separately from pairs of bosons was determined as
was the minimum energy state for each phase. Using these results, I then quan-
tized the Ginsburg-Landau energy and investigated the possibility of excited states
by creating small quantum mechanical oscillations about the classical minima. In
the uniform superfluid, both the ordinary and exotic superfluids are able to support
low energy excitations in the form of sound waves. In addition, the exotic superfluid
has a gapped excitation that is a remanant of the uncondensed boson. Finally, the
formalism for studying the modes of small oscillation about the classical minimum
was developed for the superfluid vortex.
Thesis Supervisor: Senthil Todadri
Title: Assistant Professor
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1 Introduction
Superconductors and superfluids are two examples of highly correlated systems that
produce supercurrents, or currents that flow without resistance. In a superconductor,
the supercurrent is comprised of electron pairs, knows as Cooper pairs. These Cooper
pairs are bosons which means that they can simultaneously occupy the same state. [3]
In a superfluid, the molecules comprising the supercurrent are also bosons and the
entire fluid flows without resistance. A supercurrent is produced in both supercon-
ductors and superfluids because each boson occupies in the same quantum mechanical
state. It costs a finite amount of energy to excite bosons to another momentum state,
and therefore, the Cooper pairs or superfluid molecules remain in a coherent state
and flow without resistance.
The macroscopic state of superfluids can be described by a complex number known
as the order parameter, which is defined for every point in space. The order parameter,
xI, represents a macroscopic variable similar to temperature or pressure. only has
meaning when considered on length scales larger than the atomic scale and can vary
over macroscopic distances. In the lowest energy state of a superfluid, the magnitude
and phase of the order parameter are uniform throughout space. Spatial variation
in the order parameter causes energy excitations in the superfluid. I will specifically
investigate an excitation in the order parameter that forms a vortex in the superfluid.
A vortex is a location where the phase winds by 2r forcing the current to flow in a
circle.
Throughout this paper I will study a two dimensional superfluid. This superfluid
will either be composed of bosons which have condensed to form a superfluid or
pairs of bosons which have condensed to form a superfluid while the single bosons
remain uncondensed. This second situation represents a unique state of a superfluid.
A vortex excitation in this state will carry a magnetic flux that is half of the flux
quantum, ~0. 4 0 = h/(2e) where e is the electron charge, and a vortex with two
bosons condensed carries twice the charge of an ordinary vortex, so e --+ 2e and
~0 -+ 0/2. Experimental laboratories have not yet succeeded in condensing pairs
of bosons without the single boson, but ultra cold atom groups may produce such
a states in the future. The situation is relevant because the questions concerning
such a fractional flux state are similar to questions raised in exotic quantum spin
system. These quantum spin systems are knows as "spin-liquids" and spin liquids
can support excitations with fractional spin. Additionally, it has been proposed that
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high temperature superconductivity is produced from states that carry fractional
spin. This physics is somewhat similar to superfluids with fractional flux. Since
high temperature superconductivity is not yet well understood, further insight about
fractional spin or flux could prove useful.
My specific task is to investigate the classical ground state energies in superfluid
systems with and without vortex excitations. I will also calculate the phase diagram
depicting when the single and double bosons condense when they are treated as
separate particles. From these ground state classical energies, I will then quantize
the systems about their classical minimums and observe the excited states that are
produced when small quantum mechanical excitations are introduced into the system.
2 Background on Superfluids
Through out this paper I will be working with superfluids existing either in a su-
perconductor or superfluid. My purpose is not to delve into the physics governing
superconductors or superfluids, but merely to investigate the effects of vortices in
superfluids. For this paper, it is sufficient to know that a superfluid is produced when
bosons condense to form a highly correlated system. This superfluid is resistanceless
and I will model it using the Ginsburg-Landau energy equation.
2.1 Order Parameters and Vortices
The quantity I, called the order parameter, assigns each position within a superfluid
a magnitude and phase. The superfluid is completely defined by specifying at every
point and the lowest energy state of a superfluid occurs when is uniform at every
point in the sample.
A vortex is a location within a superfluid where the phase winds by 27r causing
the current flows in a circle, see Figure 1. Using symmetry arguments it is obvious
that the magnitude of I cannot depend on the phase, however the magnitude could
vary with radius. The fist part of this paper will discuss how to calculate ' in a
uniform superfluid and in the presence of a vortex.
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A(p)e= A(p)ei ( '+2n)
Figure 1: Schematic of a vortex. The current circles around a central point and the
phase of ' winds by 27r with each revolution. p is the radius of the vortex.
2.2 Ginsburg-Landau Energy Equation
The Ginsburg Landau equation given by
E- d2x [VI2 + rlI 2 + ulI 4] ()
where E is the total energy of the system, ' is the order parameter which depends
on position, and r and u are constants. The Ginsburg-Landau equation is simply an
expansion of to fourth order plus a term, IVJ12, that requires any variation in to
cost energy. I will assume that u is a positive number and that r can be either positive
or negative. To calculate specific observable quantities with accurate precision, a more
correct energy expression would be necessary; however, the Ginsburg Landau equation
accurately models the physics of an ordinary superfluid system especially when the
superfluid is near the phase transition making T smaller than 1. By minimizing the
Ginsburg Landau equation, I will be able to determine the classical ground state
energy of the superfluid.
Equation 1 is relevant when investigating a superfluid with a single condensed
boson; however, it will have to be modified to consider a pair of bosons separately
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from a single boson. Thie equation I will use to model this scenario is given by
E = Jd2X[1VIiI 2 + rl Il1 2 + U1lIl 4 + IVt'212 + r21'F2 12 + u21' 214 (2)
- g(q2IJ1q + '22 2 ) + UlV121'212]
where T1 is the order parameter for the single boson and 2 is the order parameter
for the pair of bosons. he term multiplied by g says that there are two single bosons
for every pair of bosons and the u term is a repulsion term. For simplicity, I will take
u = u = u2 which makes the equation
E = d 2x[I['5i1 2 + rljl'1 2 + ulixI 4 + IV 2 2 + r2 1212 + uI/ 2 14E d N 1'~~~~'XF2 +r~~~j'P2 + UIT2 ~~(3)
-- g(4'2I'2 + ' 2 ' 1 ) + uI''1 2 1212].
3 Classical Treatment of the Ginsburg-Landau
Equation
Throughout this section, I will treat the Ginsburg-Landau equation as a classical
energy equation. This will allow me to calculate the value of which minimizes the
energy for a uniform single boson and the functional form of which minimizes the
energy of a single boson vortex. I will also determine the phase diagram for when
single bosons and pairs of bosons condense as a function of r1 and r 2.
3.1 Uniform Superfluid with Single Condensed Boson
Returning to Equation 1,
E = J d2x [1pI2 + rll 2 + upI'4],
it is obvious that if r > 0, the minimum energy configuration for the superfluid will
occur with = 0. This state corresponds to a non-superfluid state. However, if
r < 0, Equation 1 is minimized by a non-zero value of . In the case without a
8
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vortex, or Ve = 0, the lowest energy state occurs when (rlpl 2 + ul]p 4) is minimized,
d [rIlp2 + UI 1@4] = 0.d T
Differentiating, solving for , and remembering that r is negative,
0' r) = ei. (4)2u
For a uniform superfluid with a single condensed boson, Equation 4 gives the value of
T which minimizes the energy. The phase of P is arbitrary, but in the ground state,
0 will be the same for every location in the superfluid.
3.2 Single Condensed Boson with Vortex
What happens if Vt y~ 0? I still want to minimize the energy; however, now I
must use the variational method to minimize the integrand. The variational method
states that an integral is extremized when small variations about the extrema result
in no change in the value of the integral. The process of varying the argument of the
integral and setting the variation equal to zero results in a differential equation for
P. Varying Equation 1, the differential equation is given by
021 ld (1 1
+ -+r+~2uIPI2)P
ap2 +p dp 2
This equation cannot be solved exactly for P; however, I can look at the behavior of
P in the limits of large and small p.
Far away from the vortex, as p becomes large, I expect the behavior of to
approach the uniform, non-vortex result. This implies that = 0. Also, as p -- 0,
1/(p 2 ) -+ 0. Evaluating Equation 5, in the limit of large p, (p, 0) = iei as
V~ , as
expected. From the differential equation, I can also determine how P approaches the
limit of I ' 0P = 2. Plugging in P1 = T0o + g(p) to the differential equationlimit of[~[: ~0 = ~1. P~lui
and taking the limit as p -- oc, g(p) must be proportional to e-cP where c > . This
result indicates that P approaches the limit exponentially.
In the core of the vortex, as p --* 0, is required to be well behaved and not
9
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blow up when p = 0. [ will guess that for p <K 1, GE is proportional to some power
of p. Making this assumption, the terms term with r and the term with u are small
compared to the other terms in Equation 5 and the differential equation reduces to
(6)
The solutions to this equation are either proportional to 1/p or p. Since I do not
want I to blow up at the origin, the physical solution for T in the limit of small p is
proportional to p.
_T=_---..
exponentially approches 'To
.-.. --'
/
<-- linear for p near zero
p
Figure 2: Approximate vortex profile for a single condensed boson.
The approximate vortex profile for a standard superfluid is shown in Figure 2.
This result is important because the minimum energy configuration of a vortex will
prove useful in later calculations.
10
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3.3 Uniform Superfluid with Two Bosons Condensed
I will now examine the possibility of treating a pair of bosons separately from a single
boson. A pair of bosons still is a boson (not a fermion) so I can consider the possibility
that this new particle will condense to form a superfluid separately from the single
boson. This leads to three possible phases of the superfluid: a) neither the single
boson nor the pair of bosons are condensed, b) both the single boson and the pair
of bosons are condensed, c) the pair of bosons are condensed but the single boson is
not. The forth permutation, having the single boson condensed but the pair of bosons
in a non-superfluid state is not possible. When the single boson condensed it forces
the pair of bosons to condense as well. This is because of the term in Equation 3,
g(P2P + ' 2 1 2). If I 2 is non-zero, 2 would also become non-zero.
Let me review what it means mathematically for bosons to either condense into
a superfluid phase or to remain uncondensed in a non-superfluid phase. Looking at
Equation 1, the basic difference depends on the sign of r. If r > 0, the equation is
minimized by having P = 0. This represents the non-superfluid phase of matter when
the bosons are not condensed. If r < 0, the minimum energy occurs with a non-zero
value of P. If VP = 0, signifying that no vortex exists, then the Ginsburg-Landau
equation is minimized for P = 0 = - In the presence of a vortex, the ground
state is given by the approximate shape I found in Figure 2. These mathematical
results will continue to hold when pairs of bosons are considered separately from
single bosons, if the magnitude of r is large. If r > 0 and r2 > 0, both 1 and
P2 will remain uncondensed, and if r1 < 0 and r2 << 0, a superfluid state will form.
Why could these relationships fail if r1 or r 2 are close to zero? Let me first return to
the equation I will use to model the individual bosons separately form the pairs of
bosons and then I will address this question.
The energy equation used to model the two boson case is given by Equation 3
E = Jd2x[IVl2 + r1{1i12 + u jP14 + PI2j2 + r2jI2 2 + ulI 2I4
-g(2p2 + P2 2 ) + uIpiI 2 I 2 2 ]
My goal is to determine a phase diagram for the three possible phases I discussed
above. The axes in the phase diagram will be r and r2, both of which can take
11
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any positive or negative value. I mentioned before that certain behavior is expected
if the magnitudes of r1 and r2 get really big, and let me now review that behavior.
First, what happens if '1 and r2 are both large and positive? Equation 3 is obviously
minimized if 1 = 2 = 0 which makes neither the single boson or pair of bosons
condensed. Similarly, i r1 and r2 are both large and negative, than the energy will
be minimized when both T' and 2 have non-zero values. Therefore, both the single
boson and the double boson will will be condensed. What if r1 is negative but r 2 is
positive? I have already determined that if the single boson is condensed, the pair of
bosons must also be condensed, therefore I expect in this case both 'P and 2 to be
condensed. The final case, r large and positive and r2 large and negative, is where I
expect to see this strange case where the single boson is not condensed, but the pair
of bosons has condensed to form a superfluid.
This qualitative thinking provides a framework for what to expect at large values
for r1 and r 2, but what happens when r1 and r 2 are small? I am looking for something
that would force 1 to be different than expected given the sign of r1 . r is multiplied
by Il{2. The term uj'!{ 2{'2 2 also has a T112 in it. If r1 is small and negative, but
u is positive, there might be an rl,effective which is actually positive and forces T to
remain in a non-superfluid phase. In the following calculation, I will be looking for
an rl,effective which will determine when 1 is condensed.
Since I am just looking for the phase diagram, it is sufficient to consider the
uniform order parameter configuration; therefore, for simplicity I will set VP1 =
VT2 = 0. Minimizing the energy first with respect to T1 and then with respect to
'2, I obtain the following equations:
BE
= 'P(ri + 2uI1'P1 2 + uI'P212) - 2g'PP 1 = 0 (7)
api
= '(r 2 + 2u1' 212 + uI 2 2) _ (*)2 = 0 (8)&'XP2
Remembering that t = '1P1eiOl and 2 = I'lei2, these equations easily tell us how
the phase of 1 is related to the phase of P2. The phase associated with each of the
terms must be equal, so equating only the phases in the above equations,
-0 = 1 - --02
12
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Both of these equations imply that 02 must be twice that of 01. This is an interesting
result because it says that the phase of the superfluid due to the double boson winds
twice as quickly as the phase due to the single boson. In other words, when 02 winds
by 27r making a full circle around the vortex, 01 only winds by 7r.
Discarding the phase dependence in Equation 7 and only considering the magni-
tudes of and 2, it is obvious that one solution is T1 = 0. Substituting i' = 0
into the Equation 8 and solving for T2, I'I 21 = X or |P 2 0. ° 21- -- - r is
only valid when r 2 < 0 because 1121 must be real. Therefore, 1421 = 0 must be valid
only when r 2 > 0. As expected from my qualitative arguments, if IF = 0 (ri > 0),
"2 can either be zero (r2 > 0) meaning both the single and double boson are not
condensed or non-zero (r2 < 0) meaning , is not condensed, but T2 is condensed.
Using Equation 7 the second solution for 1 is
1 12 =2 [2gI' 2 1-u1I2 2 -r1].12F 1 [2gl]P21- UI2[-r]
I~ 2 2u
The quantity in brackets is the rl,effective I was looking for! For one condensed
boson, J[[2 = I In order for T, to be condensed, this rl,effective must be greater
2uthan zero. Solving this condition for r1 and plugging in that 11212 = Ik2 if It2I iS
condensed, I find that for both TP and 2 to be condensed
r < 2/ [ Ir2 l (9)
- 2u 2
The full phase diagram showing the states of T, and T2 as a function of r1 and r2
is shown in Figure 3. Radzihovsky et.al. independently derived the same result very
recently. [8]
3.4 Vortex State with Condensed Boson Pairs
I have derived the phase diagram for when Tj and 2 condense in a uniform su-
perfluid, but does the presence of a vortex alter the state of the either the single or
double boson? The most intriguing physical questions arise from the superfluid phase
where the double bosons condense and the single bosons remain uncondensed. The
13
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Figure 3: Phase diagram for when I1 and 2 are condensed or uncondensed. If rl
and r2 are greater than zero, than neither boson can condense. If r is large and
negative, than both 1 and P 2 are condensed. If rl > 0 and r 2 << 0, then the double
boson not condensed, but the single boson is not condensed. The phase boundary
where the double boson is condensed and the single boson changes from a condensed
to uncondensed state is given by r1 = 2g9 _ It21
quantity that determines whether T1 condenses is
rl,eff = 2g9 12 - uIT2 2- r (10)
If rl,eff > 0, P1 is uncondensed, and if rl,eff <0, P1 condenses. Since rl,eff depends
on 9 2 , if XF2 varies with p, rl,eff will also vary with p. In a paired boson vortex, P2
will have approximately the same shape as the order parameter for the single boson
vortex shown in Figure 2. This implies that for P2 < 1, rl,eff will decrease as p
decreases. If r1 is less than zero, the value of rl,eff will eventually become negative
in the vortex core. A plot of rl,eff as a function of p is shown in Figure 4.
14
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a)
L 1,eff -
p
Figure 4: This diagram shows rl,effective as a function of p in the presence of a vortex.
The value of r is taken to be negative. In the core of the vortex, rl,eff drops below
zero implying that single bosons may be able to exist in the core of a paired boson
vortex even when they are forbidden in the bulk.
It is obvious from Figure 4 that rl,eff decreases as p decreases, but what effect
does that have on TI? As long as rl,eff is greater than zero, I1 remains uncondensed.
However, if rl,eff becomes negative, can wants to form a condensate. This suggests
that in the presence of a vortex, 1 may condense or be bound to the vortex if r1 < 0
and p becomes small enough. It is not apparent from these equations what state the
single boson would occupy in the vortex core. It is possible that a single boson could
be bound to the double boson vortex or that multiple single bosons could condense
to form an excited state of a superfluid. Because the single bosons must be classically
confined to the region where rl,eff < 0, single bosons would exist in an excited
superfluid state (not the ground state) in the core of a paired boson vortex. More can
be learned about the possibility of having single bosons to the double boson vortex by
15
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investigating small quantum mechanical oscillations in the paired boson vortex state.
4 Quantum Mechanical Treatment of the Ginsburg-
Landau Equation
In this section I will continue to use the Ginsburg-Landau energy equation to model
a superfluid; however will now take a quantum mechanical rather than classical
approach. The goal in this section is to determine if small quantum mechanical oscil-
lations about the classical minimum of a superfluid produce excited states. If higher
energy states are generated, I will try to calculate the energy of these excitations. In
order to make the Ginsburg-Landau equation quantum mechanical, the order param-
eter must be redefined as a quantum operator. Consequently, commutation relations
must be specified for 4I. Small oscillations about a minimum energy can be modeled
as a harmonic oscillator, therefore, the commutation relations for I are
[(x), T(y)] = [t(x), t(y)] = 0
[@(x), t(y)] = (x - ).
Taking T to be an operator and rearranging Equation 1, I can write the energy
equation, now a Hamiltonian, for a single boson superfluid as
= d2x['t(_v2 + r)y + uttI ]. (11)
The approach to calculating the energy of any possible excited states will be to
begin with the ground state energy for I found in the previous section and perturb
it slightly. This is identical to modeling each point in space as its own harmonic
oscillator. The goal is to then to diagonalize the Hamiltonian such that it takes the
form
H = E [Cnatnan] (12)
n
where an and an are the raising and lowering operators respectively for the harmonic
oscillator, and Cn will give the energy of the nth harmonic oscillator. This energy is
the quantity that will give information about what type of excitation the superfluid
16
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can support.
4.1 Uniform Superfluid with Single Boson Condensed
From an earlier calculation, I know that the the energy of a uniform superfluid with
a single boson condensed is minimized when = eei 0 . 0 is arbitrary, so I will
choose it to be zero making
qmin = = [r.V2u
I want to plug in this minimum energy solution plus a small variation into Equation 11.
Therefore, I will make the substitution that
@(x) = T + (x) (13)
(x)t = T0 + ¢(x)t (14)
where X is a small perturbation. Using the commutations relations for ', and Equa-
tions 13 and 14, the commutation relations for X are
[0(x), (y)] = [t(x), t(y)] =0
[0(x), qbt(y)] = (x - y).
Plugging Equation 13 and 14 into Equation 11 all of the terms to first order in
q cancel because I am expanding about a minimum. The constant terms just add
a minimum ground state energy onto the Hamiltonian, but do not include any new
physics. I will therefore neglect the constant terms. After expanding the Hamiltonian
to second order in and simplifying,
H = f d2x[t(-v 2 r + + + ¢tt)]. (15)
J ~~~~~2
My goal is to diagonalize the Hamiltonian to find the energy of any excited states.
This proves much simpler if I first Fourier transform (x) to qOk in momentum space.
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Under this transformation the Hamiltonian take the form
H O ['k4k(-k2 + Ir) + (kO-k + 4kt'k) (16)
2 -
k>O
This Hamiltonian is almost diagonal. I just need to find a method of decoupling
the Ok oscillators from the O-k oscillators in order to determine the energy spacing
between eigenstates.
The method I will employ to diagonalize the Hamiltonian is known as the Bogol-
ubov transformation.[6] First, I will define
'k = (-) and r'= (Ok -k)
in order to simplify to
H = E [~rkhk]rk] (17)
k>O
where
h k + Irl Ir'
hk = ( Irl k2+ Ir)
The goal is to find a linear transformation to put the Hamiltonian into the form
H = E [r t hkrk] = E [UkhkUUyk] = ['tDkk] (18)
k>O~ k>O k>O
where k = Uk'yk, Dk is a diagonal matrix defined as Dk = UkthkUk and
(ak \
'Yk ai kkak)
I will require that at and a are raising and lowering operators of the harmonic oscil-
lator, consequently,
[ak, ak/] = [ak, ak] =
[ak, alI] = kk' -
18
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In order to solve for Dk, I need to determine the relationship between U and Ut.
It is not necessarily accurate to assume that the transformation to diagonalize the
Hamiltonian is unitary. Therefore, UUt may not equal the identity operator. To
derive this relationship, I will start with the known commutation relations between
Ok and ak. First, I will rename the elements of Fk to
=( -k) =(F)2k
In terms of F, the commutation relations now become
[rlk, r2k] = [2k, rk] = 0
[Flk, Ftk] = 1 [F2k, tk] = -.
Changing the subscripts 1 and 2 to a and b where a and b are summed from to 2,
the commutation relation becomes
[rFak,ri V( 1)a ' (19)bk 0-1  a(19 
What I want is a relationship between U and Ut, so I will substitute Fk = Uk"yk into
Equation 19.
[Fak Ftk] = [Uaa7af' N7ytUbb] = Uaa' [a' Ybt Ub'b - Ob- (20)
Because Yk follows the same commutation relations as Fk, [a, Ybt] = azb. Therefore,
simplifying the above equation,
U0rzUt = a Z. (21)
My goal is still to find Dk which is a diagonal matrix that gives the energy spacing
between the eigenstates of each harmonic oscillator. I started with the equation
UkhkUk = Dk.
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Multiplying each side of the equation on the left by UZ results in the eigenvalue
equation
uZhkUk = UkuDk (22)
where the rows of Uk are the eigenvectors of azhk and the diagonal matrix elements of
oZDk are the eigenvalues of uzhk. In other words, all I have to do to find the energy
spacing of the harmonic oscillators is find the eigenvalues of the matrix uzhk. This
is a relatively simple algebraic calculation, so I will spare you from the math. After
taking into account az acting on both hk and Dk, both non-zero matrix elements of
the 2 x 2 diagonal matrix Dk have the same value
kVk 2 + 2r1. (23)
Substituting this back into the Hamiltonian given by Equation 18,
H = E [k k2 +2r(atak + akak)] (24)
k>O
This is finally the diagonal Hamiltonian, now what does it mean? What this
Hamiltonian represents is an infinite number of harmonic oscillators where each os-
cillator is labeled by a different value for k. a and ak are creation and annihilation
operators respectively for the kth harmonic oscillator and k/k 2 + 2jrj specifies the
energy. What type of oscillations are produced in the superfluid? These oscillations
are sound waves because as k goes to zero, the Hamiltonian goes to zero as a polyno-
mial of k. Remember, however, that this Hamiltonian is an approximation and only
valid for low level excitations about the classical minimum of the system. To obtain
this result I only kept the second order terms in , so that the superfluid could be
modeled as a harmonic oscillator. This approximation is valid as long as we only con-
sider low energy excitations. Understanding higher energy excitations, would require
inventing a method to solve these equations while keeping higher order terms.
4.2 Uniform Superfluid with Two Bosons Condensed
After carefully deriving the diagonalized Hamiltonian for the single condensed boson
case, extending the derivation to the uniform case with two condensed bosons is
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relatively straight forward. My goal is to again find the low energy excitations in the
superfluid. The difference now is there are two separate excitations to consider, the
single boson and the double boson. As before, I will start by rearranging the energy
equation and treating T1 and T2 as quantum operators. For this case, where I am
considering a pair of bosons separately from a single boson, the Hamiltonian takes
the form
ft= d2X[t(-V 2 + ri)'i + ut4'It'i'ij
+ X~~~~t (_,V2 ~~~~~(25)+ (-V 2 + r2)P2 + U42I2t'2 (25)2
- g('2I1 + 2I)+ u 1 2,,21
I want to look at the specific situation where pairs of bosons condense, but the single
bosons remain uncondensed. I found that the classical ground state solution for this
configuration is given by Ti = 0 and j12 = 20 = * j In order to take smallV2u'-
variations about this ground state solution, I will substitute the following expressions
in to Equation 25
'Pi= 01 1t2 = 20 + 2
2 = 2O + 2-
The commutation relations for T1, 2, 1, and 0 2 carry over directly from the previous
example and single boson operators always commute with double boson operators. I
will substitute these expressions into Equation 25 and, as in the previous example,
expand to second order in . Taking the Fourier transform of the Hamiltonian to
separate the oscillators into their different modes,
H = Z[tk (ri + 2 + k2)  lk + Ot2k (r21 + k 2 ) 0 2k+
k>0 (26)
2l (02-2k + 2k-2k) - g 20(01k-lk + tlk-lk)L2
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I can simplify the Hamiltonian in the same way I did before,
H = E [rthkrk] .
k>0
This time, however, hk is a 4 x 4 matrix and rk represents a 4 component vector,
Olk
~-lk
02k
X-2k
where the subscript 1 indicates the single boson and the subscript 2 indicates the
double boson. Although the matrices have gotten bigger, there are not any cross
terms between 01 and q02. This means that the problem breaks down into two 2 x 2
matrix problems. In Equation 4.2,
h lkhk= 0 (27)
h2k
hk ( k2 + ri + r21/2
-2g'20
-2gX2 0 A
k2 +r + r2 1/2 J
and h2k= ( + Ilr
and h2k = 1 Ir 
l
k2 + r )
Following the logic From the previous problem, the two eigenvalue equations I need
to solve in order to find the energy spacing are
cZhlkUlk = Lrlko ZDlk and 0 'zh 2 k U 2 k = U2ko'D2k
where Ulk and U2k are 2 x 2 matrices analogous to the U matrix in the previous
example for the single boson and double boson respectively. Dk and D2k give the
energy spacing for the single and double boson respectively assuming it is possible to
create a low level excitation in this superfluid configuration.
For the condensed double boson, the matrix and therefore the energy is the same
where
(28)
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as the single boson case,
D2k=k k 2+2Ir 0 1) (29)
For the single uncondensed boson, solving the eigenvalue equation for e'lk,
Dl k= 2 + rl + 4920 (30)
The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian must be real numbers because the energy of
a system is an observable quantity. Therefore, in order for there to be low level
excitations in the single boson, the relation
2 -+ 2 > 2g'I'0 (31)
must hold. Notice that setting k = 0 (the lowest energy oscillator) produces same
relationship I derived in Equation 9 which gives the classical requirement for having
I uncondensed but 2 condensed. The conditions for having low level excitations in
the single uncondensed boson is the same condition as having a superfluid with only
the double bosons condensed.
What do these results mean? In this approximation, there can always be low
level excitations in the superfluid created by the condensed double boson. These
excitations have the same energy as the single boson superfluid and also represent
sound waves. In order to create excitations in the single boson, however, there must
be a minimum energy supplied to the system. Without this minimum energy, it is
not possible to create a single boson.
4.3 Single Boson with Vortex
I will now return to the condensed single boson superfluid and impose a vortex solu-
tion. My goal is to construct low energy excitations which could be either scattering
or bound states. The Hamiltonian remains the same as for the uniform single bo-
son; however, imposing a vortex excitation in the superfluid means that the value
of TI(p, 0) will depend on p and 0 as shown in Figure 2. To solve the differential
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equations I would have to assume a functional form for T(p, 0), but for now, I will
keep T(p, 0) as general as possible,
q (p, O) = /(p)e = e °. (32)
In order to generate small oscillations about this ground state, I will approximate 
and At in the following manner
@I(x) = Oei + (x) (33)
(x)t = ,e- io + q(x)t. (34)
Substituting the above relations into the Hamiltonian and keeping terms only to
second order in , the Hamiltonian simplifies to
H = d2x [,t(_V2 + a)b + u 2(2e - 2i + qt2e2ie)] (35)
where a = r + 4u92.
As in the uniform case, my goal is to diagonalize the Hamiltonian. However,
taking the Fourier transform of the above equation does not separate most of the
eigenmodes as was accomplished previously. Instead of Fourier transforming the
Hamiltonian and then diagonalizing the 2 remaining oscillators in k space, I will
generalize those methods to diagonalize the infinite number of oscillators currently
represented in position space.
The first step is to write the Hamiltonian in matrix form. As in the uniform case,
(x) ( q5(x) Ft(x) =(t(x) (x))
qOt (x)
and
f n It ( a_ na )( an)
where I have changed the subscript label from k to n to clarify that I am not trans-
forming to momentum space. 'Yn is defined as a linear transformation of F(x) where
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the Hamiltonian is diagonal in the yn
transformation of a and at,
(x) = E [fn(x)an + gn(x)at]
n
basis. Therefore, is required to be a linear
O(x)t = E [f;(x)a + g*(x)an] · (36)
n
Defining
X (z) = ( n (X) f n Xn (X)- (fr
fl\/ \gn*(x) /gn9~ X4t) = ( fn(X) n(X)  = ( fn
allows 0 to be written as
(X) = EXn()n
n
(X)t = Et Xn(X)'
n
I will also need a matrix U to transform an into F(x). U is given by
U(X) =( n n)
(x) = E Un )N
n
(37)
U (x)t ( ' n n t
n(X) = nUn()
n
(38)
I have defined numerous quantities, and before diagonalizing the Hamiltonian, I
first need to specify the commutation relations or normalization requirements for each
of these variables. The definitions for F(x) and Yn carry over from the uniform case.
The elements of r(x) and -y ( and an respectively) obey the same commutation
relations as the raising and lowering operators for the harmonic oscillator,
[q(x), O(y)t] = 6(x - y) and [an, am] = m,n.
What does this mean for the normalization of f(x) and g(x)? Substituting Equa-
gn )
and
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tion 36 into the commutation relation for 0, the commutator reduces to
,, [fn(x)fn(y) - gn(X)gn(y)] = (X - y)
n
or, in different notation
[Xn(x)cTZXn(y)] = (x- y).
n
Extending this further to determine how U and Ut relate,
E [Un(x)zUn(y)] = J(X - y)- (39)
n
By manipulating the above equations, it can also be determined how U is normalized
when integrated over x rather than summed over n. The result is
d2xUtm(X)zUn(x) = Sm,n 'Z (40)
Before this large quantity of math began, the Hamiltonian simplified to
H ] / d2x [t( 2 + Ce)q + U2(02 2iO + 4,t2e2io)]
where a r + 4uO2. Using the definitions above, the Hamiltonian further simplifies
to
H = d2xrt(x)hr(x)
where
h= (-v +a) U(-2e2iO )h -- 2Uo2e-2io 1(-V + a)
Substituting Equation 38 into the Hamiltonian for F(x),
H =|d 2 xpt(x)hr(x) = m d2XU(x)U(x)y
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My goal is to diagonalize the Hamiltonian so that it takes the form
H = Z-( dfl 0 )n
0 dn,2 7
where dn,1 and dn,2 are the excited state energies. Notice the normalization condition
given by Equation 40 would be helpful in simplifying the Hamiltonian if
hUm(X) = rZU(x)Dm
where Dm is a diagonal matrix. Substituting this equation in the Hamiltonian,
H = E / d2 xnt Ut (x)hUm (x) m
n,m
= E J d2 XUt (x)ZUm(x)Dmm
nm
Z Y&ntm,noZDmYm
n,m
=Y oyt Dnnn
n
This is exactly the simplification of the Hamiltonian I was looking for. Therefore, the
eigenvalue equation I need to solve in order to diagonalize the Hamiltonian is given
by
hUm(x) = o'ZUm(x)Dm. (41)
The remainder of this section will be spent setting up the differential equations
and discussing possible physical results. Unlike the uniform examples, the matrix
h involves derivatives with respect to p and . Therefore, Equation 41 results in 2
sets of coupled differential equations for fm(X) and gm(x). fm(X) and gm(x) give the
"quantity" of am and a that produce an excitation (x) and can be thought of as
the wave function of an excited state with energy dmn,l or dm,2 in a superfluid vortex.
Solving these two sets of couple differential equations proves to be somewhat subtle.
In order to look for solutions, it is first necessary to choose a functional form for
4(p). Additionally, I expect that oscillations can occur either in the p or 0 directions.
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Small oscillations about the radial direction cost energy, however, the phase factor
is arbitrary, and therefore any change in 0 does not effect the energy. It should be
possible to produce an excited state that changes the phase of I (p, 0) and costs zero
energy.
Returning to Equation 41, one pair of coupled differential equations is given by
-V2fm(p, ) 2U 2fm(p, 0) + u02e2iog (p, 0) = f(P, 0) dm, -] (42)f. f(p, 0) + 2 f P o gm42, 
2
--
2 g*(p 6) + 2wi 2 * (p 0) + UgP2 e-2i0f(P, 0) =-(P ) [d + (4)g* (p, 0) + 2u d~~~~., 3)
The second set of coupled differential equations is almost identical to the first, so
nothing more can be learned by expanding them as well. I will assume that fm and
g* are separable into functions of p and 0 so that
fr(P, 0) = 0(P)~(0) and gm(p, 0) = o!(p)r7(O).
I will also assume that
~(0) = oeie and 77(0) = oe m° .
because this is the angular dependence far away from a vortex. The is no reason for
the phase dependence 1;o change suddenly as the distance from a vortex changes. The
0 dependence of each 1;erm in Equations 42 and 43 must be identical. Equating the
phase dependence of each term, I find that
e=n+2
or that the angular momentum of fr(P, 0) is larger than the angular momentum for
g*(p, 0) by two units.
I can now simplify the differential equations for f m and g to include only their
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radial dependence. The resulting differential equations take the form
21'p2 + -d p - 23(P1 ) _(= U2 (p) ( + 2U/2 - d l ) (44)' _d p dp -p __ -w?2c~
1 (d2a lda ± d d 2 p- dp) -- - (p)- U23(p) = OZa(p)  + 2 2+ dm,1) . (45)
In order to determine the types of states that are present in and around a vortex, it is
necessary to solve these differential equations. I expect that there will be a zero energy
solution wlhich corresponds to the phase of T(p, 0) changing value. I also expect to
find the existence of low energy scattering solutions that become sound waves as they
move away from a vortex and into the bulk of the superfluid. These excited states
have not yet been worked out, but I am continuing work on this problem to derive
the excited states associated with small oscillations in a superfluid vortex.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, I have succeeded in learning a great deal about the structure of super-
fluids. First I calculated the minimum energy of an ordinary superfluid state to be
when (p, 0) = · /ZeiO For a vortex excitation, the minimum energy configurationV 2u
is given by the vortex profile in Figure 2. I then considered a superfluid where pairs
of bosons are treated separately from single bosons and derived the phase diagram for
when each boson is condensed or uncondensed as a function of rl and r 2. I found that
for r, > 2g j2l - I21 the superfluid phase is one where the double bosons are con-
-- V u 2
densed, but; the single bosons remain uncondensed. I then investigated excited states
produced by small quantum mechanical oscillations about the classical minima. In
the uniform case, low energy excitations produce sound waves in the superfluid. For
condensed single boson and condensed double bosons, sound waves can always exist
in the superfluid. To produce excitations in the uncondensed single boson while the
double boson is condensed, there must be a minimum energy added to the system.
Without this minimum energy, it is not possible for a single boson to exists in the
bulk of the double boson superfluid.
Superfluid excitations in the presence of a vortex are less well understood. It
is expected that there will be zero energy excited states that change the phase of
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the order parameter and low every excited states that correspond to the sound waves
scattering off the vortex. I am continuing work in this area in order to arrive at a more
definitive answer. In the exotic superfluid, the double boson will behave in the same
manner as the single condensed boson. The more intriguing question is what happens
to the single uncondensed boson. In the bulk of the superfluid, there is an energy
gap that prevents the presence of single bosons below a certain energy. However, in
the presence of a vortex it maybe possible to have a single boson condensate or single
bosons bound to the double boson vortex.
To extend this work even further, there are many directions to follow. The su-
perfluid configuration with condensed double boson and uncondensed single bosons
represents the more interesting problem. One set of topics involve interactions with
this vortex with other particles. Because the single boson is not condensed, it costs
energy to bring an additional single boson into the system. Is it possible to bind this
single boson to the vor-:ex? What are the statistics that result from this bound state?
In the case of a superconductor, the boson carries a charge of 2e and the vortex carries
a magnetic flux. What are the implications of having charge bound to magnetic flux?
Answers to all of these questions will help decider the physics governing superfluids
and possibly similar fractional charge, flux, or spin systems.
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